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Semiempirical model of positron scattering and annihilation
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A two-parameter semiempirical theory of positron scattering and annihilation is developed and used to
investigate the behavior of positrons interacting with the rare gases and metal vapors. The two-parameter
theory is able to do a reasonable job of reproducing existing cross section and annihilation data for the rare
gases. A model-potential calculation that correctly predicts the behavior of the phase shifts will also predict the
energy dependence ofZeff(k) even if the magnitude is incorrect. Analysis of theZeff versus temperature data of
Kurz et al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.77, 2929~1996!# suggests scattering lengths of25.661.0a0 , 210.362.0a0, and
256615a0 for Ar, Kr, and Xe, respectively. Existing bound-state calculations can be used to fix the values of
the semi-empirical parameters for a number of metal vapors, resulting in predictedZeff of 119, 36, and 94 for
Be, Mg, and Cu at threshold. In addition to the calculations, expressions relating the threshold form ofZeff(k)
to the complex scattering length are presented.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.042705 PACS number~s!: 34.85.1x, 34.10.1x, 36.10.2k, 78.70.Bj
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I. INTRODUCTION

The annihilation of positrons in atomic and molecu
gases has been a topic of interest recently. There are nu
of interesting phenomena associated with the positr
annihilation process: among them are very large annihila
rates@1–3#, high sensitivity of the rates to small changes
molecular structure@4#, and rapid increase of fragmentatio
and annihilation rates at small temperatures@5,6#. In spite of
decades of experimental study, there has been relatively
work aimed at understanding the basic mechanisms of p
tron annihilation and very few detailed calculations even
a system as simple as hydrogen@7#.

In a recent work, Gribakin@8# developed a theoretica
framework that could be used to explain the wide range
phenomena associated with positron annihilation on m
ecules. He postulated that there were two different mec
nisms for positron annihilation, these were~i! direct annihi-
lation and ~ii ! resonant annihilation. Direct annihilatio
describes the annihilation of the positron with the target e
trons and the direct-annihilation rate was strongly correla
with the size of the elastic cross section. Resonant annih
tion was mainly important for large molecules with close
spaced vibrational levels. In resonant annihilation, the p
tron is trapped in a Feshbach resonance associated w
vibrationally excited state. The resonant-annihilation proc
was suggested to be the mechanism responsible for the
annihilation rates seen for some molecules@6,8#. The work
of Gribakin is based on the earlier works of Dzubaet al.
@9,10# that did much to elucidate the mechanisms import
in the positron-annihilation process. For example, the la
values ofZeff for the rare gases were interpreted as aris
from a virtual state close to threshold. Explicit calculatio
of positron annihilation for complex molecules have a
been reported@11–13#. The Schwinger variational calcula
tion upon C2H2 by Lima and co-workers gave a very larg
thresholdZeff , which they attributed to a zero-energy res
nance or virtual state@11#.

In this paper, a two-parameter theory of positron scat
ing and annihilation is developed to explore the underly
1050-2947/2002/65~4!/042705~15!/$20.00 65 0427
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mechanisms for positron annihilation. Since the parame
are adjustable it is possible to explore the relationship
tween the elastic cross section and annihilation cross sec
in detail. In particular, it is seen that a realistic mode
potential calculation that correctly mimics the correct pha
shifts will in all likelihood correctly predict the energy de
pendence of the annihilation factorZeff(k).

II. DETAILS OF THE MODEL

The interaction between a positron and an atom is larg
dominated by two opposing interactions. First, there is
Coulomb interaction between the positron and the nucle
This results in a repulsive interaction between the posit
and unperturbed atom. This static interaction between
positron and the atom is easy to compute accurately.

However, the electronic charge cloud of the atom is p
turbed whenever there is a positron nearby. The polariza
of the electron charge cloud leads to an attractive interac
between the positron and the atom. The polarization poten
is known to have the asymptotic form~in atomic units!

lim
r→`

Vpol~r !'
2ad

2r 4
, ~1!

wheread is the static dipole polarizability. All the compli
cated many-body interactions between the positron
atomic electrons can be absorbed into the polarization po
tial, which is very difficult to compute exactly. In this work
a one-parameter form for the polarization potential
adopted.

The effective Hamiltonian for the positron moving in th
field of the atom is

H52
1

2
¹0

21Vdir~r0!1Vpol~r0!. ~2!

The repulsive direct potential,Vdir is computed from the
Hartree-Fock wave function of the target atom. The polari
tion potential is given the form
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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Vpol~r0!52
ad@12exp~2r 6/r6!#

2r 4
. ~3!

The adjustable parameterr is fixed by reference to som
external factor, e.g., the value of the scattering length i
high-qualityab initio calculation or the binding energy of
positron-atom bound state. The underlying philosophy
purely semiempirical, no attempt at determining the spec
form of the polarization potential byab initio techniques is
made. The elastic cross section computed with this ansa
denotedsr .

A. Positron annihilation

When positrons collide with atoms, there is always t
possibility of in-flight annihilation of the positron with on
of the atomic electrons. The annihilation of a positron be
during collision is most usually described by the annihilati
parameterZeff . The annihilation parameter is related to t
spin-averaged absorption cross sectionsabs(k) by the iden-
tity @14#

Zeff~k!5
ksabs~k!

pcr0
2

, ~4!

wherer 0 is the classical electron radius andc is the speed of
light. The annihilation parameter can be computed from
wave function and is defined@7,14,15#

Zeff5NeE d3tuC~r1 , . . . ,rN!F~rN!u2, ~5!

whereC(r1 , . . . ,rN) is the antisymmetrized wave functio
of the target atom,F(rN) is the positron-scattering function
and d3t represents an integration over all electron coor
nates. Equation~5! is not completely general as the tot
system wave function is assumed to have the product f
C(r1 , . . . ,rN)F(r0). The expression forZeff given by Eq.
~5! is spin averaged. In the plane-wave born approximatio
where the positron wave function is written as a plane wa
the annihilation parameter is equal to the number of ato
electrons, i.e.,Zeff5Ne .

In cases where the polarization potential is sufficien
strong it is possible for the positron to attach itself to t
atom and form an electronically stable bound state. S
states will decay by electron-positron annihilation with
annihilation rate~for a simple product wave function! given
by @16,17#

G5pr 0
2cNeE d3tuC~r1 , . . . ,rN!F~rN!u2. ~6!

The Zeff and annihilation rateG predicted by this simple
analysis are likely to be underestimates. The attractive na
of the electron-positron interaction leads to strong electr
positron correlations that increase the electron density at
position of the positron, and consequently enhances the
nihilation rate. Therefore, an enhancement factorG is used to
04270
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rescale the calculatedZeff by a multiplicative factor,G, i.e.,
values forG andZeff would be computed by

GG5GGmodel ~7!

and

Zeff
G 5GZeff . ~8!

The value ofG is fixed by reference to a high-qualityab
initio calculation or to experimental data. This work is co
cerned with low-energy scattering and under these circu
stances the relative collision-momentum distribution of t
annihilating electron-positron pair is not expected to chan
much as the positron energy changes slightly. This me
that the errors in using an energy-independent enhancem
factor should not be too large. A number of other auth
have previously asserted that the electron-positron corr
tions leading to an increased annihilation rate should dep
weakly on the positron energy@8,18#.

There have been many investigations of positron-atom
teractions in the past that have used conceptually sim
Hamiltonians@9,19–25#. However, these previous calcula
tions have largely tried to predict either the low-energy cro
section or annihilation parameter by direct calculation. F
example, the binding energies of thee1-Be ande1-Mg sys-
tems have previously been used to tune a polarization po
tial and thus determine the behavior of the positron-Be a
positron-Mg elastic cross sections at low energies@26#. The
focus of the present work is different from these earlier
forts and seeks to explore the interrelationship between
annihilation parameter and elastic cross section.

B. Defining r and G

The ability of the model-potential calculations to realis
cally describe the low-energy elastic and annihilation cr
section depends crucially upon the choice ofr and G. A
variety of sources have been used to provide the refere
data that was used to fixr andG. The values ofr andG, and
the reference data used to fix them are listed in Table I.

Different sources of information have been used for
different classes of atoms. First, high-accuracy calculati
of the threshold cross section andZeff have been used fo
hydrogen and helium. The cross sections and annihila
parameters of Mitroy@7,30# were used for hydrogen. Thi
data agrees with earlier variational calculations@31–34#. The
cross sections and annihilation parameters for helium
taken from the variational calculations of Humberston a
co-workers@35,36#. The polarized orbital~PO! calculations
of the York group have been used to definer for the heavier
rare gases, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe@37–39#. Although there have
been a number of experiments reporting elastic cross sec
for the rare gases@40–42#, the degree of scatter amongst th
different experiments and the fact that no data have b
taken in the threshold region mean that it is best to definr
by reference to a high quality calculation. The agreemen
the PO cross sections with experiment is as good as ca
expected given the variations between the different exp
ments @40–42#. From a theoretical perspective, the Yo
5-2
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TABLE I. The parametersad , r, andG for a number of atoms in the central field model. The particu
numerical criteria~and their source! used to fixr andG are specified. The annihilation rate is given in un
of 109 s21 and is the rate with electrons in the valence subshell.

Atom ad(a0
3) r(a0) Source G Source

H 4.5 2.051 A522.10 @30# 6.03 Zeff(k50.1)57.52 @7#

He 1.383@27# 1.500 d0(k50.1)50.035@35# 2.92 Zeff(k50.1)53.76 @36#

Be 38 @28# 2.686 «50.003147 hartree@50# 10.18 G50.416@50#

Ne 2.67@27# 1.510 d0(k50.1)50.0360@37# 2.26 ^Zeff&T55.99 @48#

Mg 72 @29# 3.032 «50.015612 hartree@50# 13.2 G50.943@50#

Ar 11.1 @27# 1.710 d0(k50.1)50.310@38# 3.02 ^Zeff&T533.8 @4#

Cu 40a 2.558 «50.005597 hartree@51# 18.2 G50.544@51#

Kr 16.8 @27# 1.85 d0(k50.1)50.496@39# 4.11 ^Zeff&T590.1 @4#

Xe 27.3@27# 1.96 d0(k50.1)50.884@39# 4.56 ^Zeff&T5401 @47#

aThe polarizability for Cu was derived from unpublished model-potential calculations.
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group calculations are probably the bestab initio calcula-
tions for the heavier rare gases since they do a reasonabl
of treating electron-positron correlations~the PO expansion
of the scattering wave function allows for virtual target e
citation with quite high angular momentum!. Single-center
close-coupling scattering calculations@43# and single-center
configuration-interaction calculations of positronic atom
@44–46# have shown the ability to accurately descri
electron-positron correlations as long as terms with su
ciently large angular momentum are included in the exp
sion of the wave function. Further evidence for the reliabil
of the PO calculations is apparent from the comparison
their computedZeff with other high-precision calculation
and experiment. An accurate treatment of electron-posi
correlations is needed for a correct prediction ofZeff . Se-
quences of calculations in different models performed
Ryzhikh and Mitroy@7# for hydrogen and Dzubaet al. @9#
for the rare gases have shown that poor descriptions of
scattering dynamics lead to very poor values ofZeff with the
thresholdZeff being grossly underestimated. In the case
helium, the York group recordZeff53.87a0 and A
520.575a0 @15# that are in good agreement with the clo
to exact results ofZeff53.93a0 andA'20.5a0 @35,36#. The
York group calculations predictions ofZeff are also in reason
able agreement with experiment for Ne and Ar~refer to Table
III where the thermally averagedZeff are compared with ex
periment!. The polarized orbitalZeff for krypton and xenon,
however, are 30% and 50% smaller than the recent dat
the San Diego group@4,47#. While the PO model capture
the basic physics of the positron-atom collision, its does
reproduce the annihilation parameter for the two heav
rare gases in detail. Therefore, the enhancement factorG
for the rare gases were determined by normalizing to
experimentalZeff of the San Diego group first@4,47#, and
then to the UCL group@48,49# when San Diego data wer
not available. The experimental data were taken from a
of positrons at a finite temperature and, therefore,G was
defined by equating the thermally averagedZeff to experi-
ment. The thermally averagedZeff , i.e., ^Zeff&T is defined by

^Zeff&T5E
0

`exp@2k2/~2kBT!#

~2pkBT!3/2
Zeff

G ~k!4pk2dk. ~9!
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Finally, the latest binding energies fore1Be, e1Mg, and
e1Cu were used to determiner for Be, Mg, and Cu@50,51#.
The binding energies were computed using the fixed-c
stochastic variational method~FCSVM! that uses explicitly
correlated gaussians to represent the wave functions for
active ~valence! particles@52#. Therefore, the binding ener
gies and annihilation rates are expected to be reasonably
curate with the accuracies fore1-Be ande1-Mg assessed a
about 1–2% and 15%, respectively@50#. The uncertainties in
the definition of the core Hamiltonian are expected to
larger fore1Cu, however, comparisons with the complete
independent configuration-interaction calculation of Dzu
et al. @45# suggest an overall accuracy of about 10–15%
did not seem sensible to use a commonG factor to describe
the annihilation of the positron with the core and valen
orbitals. The core and valence electrons have very differ
binding energies and, therefore, can be expected to have
ferent enhancement factors. Since, the values ofG for Ne
and Ar were 2.26 and 3.02, respectively, the enhancem
factor for the core,Gcore was set to 2.5. The enhanceme
factor for the valence orbitals,Gvalencewas fixed by requiring
the model potential and FCSVM calculation to give the sa
G for the valence subshell annihilation rate. Examination
convergence patterns for the FCSVM calculations@50,52#
suggests that the relative accuracy of the FCSVM annih
tion rates are comparable in size to the accuracy in
binding-energy calculations, i.e., about 1–2% fore1-Be and
about 15% fore1Mg ande1Cu. Matching to FCSVM anni-
hilation rates yieldsG values for the valence subshells
10.18, 13.2, and 18.2 for Be, Mg, and Cu, respectively.

III. MODEL TESTING

Having constructed a model fore1-atom scattering it is
now important to verify that the model can reproduce t
salient features of the more detailed calculations. T
positron-hydrogen and positron-helium systems are the id
systems with which to benchmark the model. The cross s
tion andZeff are known quite accurately at energies belo
the Ps formation threshold@7,30,35,36#. We choose to com-
pare with thes-wave data since this permits the cleane
possible comparison without the additional concern that
5-3
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ferent values ofr might be chosen for the higher parti
waves.

Figure 1 shows thes-wave phase shifts for thee1-H and
e1-He systems. It can be seen that the phase shifts for
H and He are in almost perfect agreement with theab initio
calculations@30,35#. Figure 2 shows thes-waveZeff

G for the
e1-H ande1-He scattering. For helium, there is almost pe
fect agreement betweenZeff

G and the variational calculation
@36#. For hydrogen, the agreement is very good belowk
<0.3a0

21, but Zeff
G (k) is slightly larger than theT-matrix cal-

culation for the larger momenta.~It should be noted that the
level of agreement fors-wavee1-H scattering does not ex
tend to sr and the totalZeff

G . The model potential gives a
very poor description of thep-wave andd-wave phase shifts
and this results in asr andZeff

G that are substantially smalle
than theT-matrix calculation of Mitroy and Ryzhikh@7,30#.
This problem could be eliminated by the simple expedien
having separate values ofr for p-wave andd-wave scatter-
ing.!

The elastic cross section,sr and annihilation paramete
Zeff

G , for all atoms are detailed in Tables II and III. Results f
Zeff

G are only given for energies below the Ps-formati

FIG. 1. Thes-wave phase shiftd0 for e1-H ~dashed line! and
e1-He scattering~solid line! as a function ofk ~in a0

21). Close to
exact phase shifts for H@30# ~down triangle! and He@35# ~up tri-
angle! and He are also included.

FIG. 2. Thes-wave annihilation parameterZeff
G for e1-H ~dashed

line! and e1-He ~solid line! scattering as a function ofk ~in a0
21)

for momenta below the Ps-formation threshold. Accurate data f
ab initio calculations ofZeff for H @7# and He@36# ~up triangle! are
also shown.
04270
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threshold for each atom since it is difficult toa priori justify
the validity of the model at energies above this threshold

The values ofsr for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe are shown in Fig
3 and compared with the elastic cross sections of the Y
group @37–39# from which the values ofr were derived.
Figure 3 shows that the present model potential is able
correctly reproduce all the features of the more complica
PO model and further validates the present model-poten
approach. There have been many other calculations
positron-atom scattering cross sections that give results s
lar to the present model. A detailed comparison with t
many other calculations and experimental measuremen
not warranted since this has been done numerous times in
past@20,22,23,25,38,39#.

The annihilation parameters for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe a
plotted in Fig. 3 and compared with theZeff(k) of the York
group @37–39#. The purpose of this comparison was to d
termine whether the energy dependence ofZeff

G (k) was the
same as the energy dependence of the PO calculation~in
order to aid this comparison both sets ofZeff were normal-
ized to have the same magnitude atk50.1a0

21). The shape
of the Zeff

G (k) curves agree amazingly well with the PO ca
culations with some small discrepancies of order 10–2
for Kr and Xe at values ofk.0.2a0

21. The large and rapid
variations inZeff(k) for Ar, Kr, and Xe near threshold ar
easily described with the single energy-independent enha
ment factor. Tuning the value ofr to reproduce the PO phas
shifts resulted in a model hamiltonian that also reprodu
the energy dependence of the POZeff(k). Although the PO
calculations do not give an exact description of positron-r
gas scattering, they are realistic calculations that explic
include electron-positron correlations. Thus, the comparis
in Fig. 3 provide further evidence that the model potent
can adequately reproduce all the features expected in the
system. Further, it is possible to conjecture that the pres
model will reproduce the shape of the exactZeff(k) curve for
any atom providedr can be fixed by reference to the exa
phase shift. The differences that occur fork.0.2a0

21 will not
have much impact on the later discussions of the therm
averaged annihilation parameter. At reasonable temperat
the positron momenta hardly gets higher than 0.20a0

21 and
thus the thermal average is generally dominated by annih
tion at low momentum.

The ability to reproduce the energy dependence ofZeff(k)
with a single scaling factor,G suggests it is not necessary
invoke complicated explanations involving the dynamics
the annihilating electron-positron pair to describe this ene
dependence. This idea is also contained within in the anal
of Gribakin @8#. Gribakin has developed a parametrization
the low-energy behavior ofZeff(k), viz.,

Zeff~k!54predRaS selastic

4p
1Ra

212Ra Re~ f 0! D ~10!

which explicitly depends upon the behavior of the elas
cross section. The factors,re , dRa , andRa are free param-
eters that are fixed for each atom by comparison with exp
ment orab initio calculation. The first term inside the brack

m

5-4
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TABLE II. The elastic cross section,sr ~in units of pa0
2) as a function ofk. The cross sections atk

50 were obtained by extrapolation. The cross sections are unlikely to be reliable at energies abo
Ps-formation threshold.

k(a0
21) H He Be Ne Mg Ar Cu Kr Xe

0.0 17.5 0.926 979 1.62 183 112 574 420 8070
0.01 16.74 0.878 986.7 1.499 208.6 105.9 590.7 395.9 631
0.02 15.81 0.824 954.8 1.363 230.1 97.82 589.8 354.6 386
0.03 14.85 0.771 892.1 1.234 244.8 89.01 573.0 308.2 234
0.04 13.89 0.720 811.6 1.112 254.7 80.09 545.1 262.8 150
0.05 12.95 0.672 724.3 1.000 261.3 71.49 510.0 221.8 101
0.06 12.03 0.625 638.1 0.896 266.1 63.45 471.2 186.3 724
0.08 10.32 0.540 486.0 0.713 274.8 49.48 392.2 131.4 407
0.10 8.797 0.463 369.0 0.561 289.3 38.39 321.6 93.89 252
0.15 5.811 0.310 200.4 0.304 346.9 20.65 201.9 44.09 100
0.20 3.834 0.205 129.2 0.179 320.0 11.82 143.6 23.79 52.
0.25 2.575 0.136 95.49 0.145 237.4 7.453 112.5 14.92 34.
0.30 1.791 0.0964 74.45 0.169 171.7 5.305 90.00 10.80 25.
0.40 1.021 0.0724 46.60 0.301 101.5 3.693 56.80 7.454 16.
0.50 0.743 0.0888 30.89 0.461 69.97 3.188 37.54 5.969 12.
0.60 0.642 0.121 22.27 0.603 51.72 2.929 27.02 5.072 9.6
0.70 0.598 0.155 17.16 0.715 39.67 2.757 20.82 4.506 8.1
0.80 0.572 0.185 13.80 0.799 31.50 2.642 16.77 4.143 7.1
0.90 0.551 0.210 11.46 0.861 25.81 2.566 13.93 3.900 6.4
1.00 0.531 0.229 9.760 0.905 21.68 2.514 11.87 3.727 5.9
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ets dominates Eq.~10! near threshold when the scatterin
length is large. Under these conditions, the value ofZeff is
just equal to the elastic cross section multiplied by the s
ing factor,redRa .

IV. IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL

A. The values ofG

There is a tendency for the enhancement factorG to in-
crease as the ionization potential,I decreases. This tendenc
is not strictly monotonic asG for Ne is smaller thanG for
He. The enhancement factors are much larger for the m
weakly bound metal atoms with smaller ionization pote
tials, being 18.2 for Cu, 10.18 for Be, and 13.2 for Mg. Th
trend can be explained in terms of a heuristic model that
originally advanced to describe the behavior of positro
atoms@53,54#. According to this model, the ground state
any positronic atom can be written as

C5aF~atom!f~e1!1bV~atom1!v~Ps!. ~11!

The first of these terms represents a positron moving in
field of a polarized atom while the second term represen
Ps cluster attached to the residual ion~or atom!. The relative
size ofa andb are determined by the ionization potential
the atomic parent. When the ionization potential is less t
0.250 hartree~the Ps binding energy! the most loosely bound
electron is attached to the positron forming a Ps clus
However, when the ionization potential is greater than 0.2
hartree, the tendency to form a Ps cluster is disrupted by
stronger attraction of the electron to the parent atom. Si
04270
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the annihilation process seems to be dominated by
V(Atom1)v(Ps) configuration@53,54# a tendency forG to
increase as the ionization potential decreases is expecte

Both the scattering length andZeff
G were very sensitive to

relatively small changes in the scattering potential for Kr a
Xe. The calculations of the York group for these atoms o
took the valence orbitals into consideration when comput
the polarization potential. Some simple estimates, based
the oscillator-strength sum rule forad and using the Hartree
Fock-Koopman energies as a guide suggest that inclusio
the core orbitals would lead toad and the polarization po-
tential for Kr and Xe increasing by 2% and 5%, respective
A simple rescaling ofVpol by these amounts resulted in th
thresholdZeff

G increasing to 94 for Kr and 44 000 for Xe. Th
low-energy cross section for both of these atoms is do
nated by a low-lying virtual state and a small change in
virtual-state energy leads to a large change in the thres
scattering parameters.

B. Core annihilation

When positrons annihilate with atoms, they annihila
predominantly with the valence electrons since the repuls
potential exerted by the nucleus tends to keep the posit
away from the inner regions of the atom. However a sm
fraction of the positrons can tunnel through the repuls
potential to annihilate with the inner electrons.

Recently, evidence of inner-shell annihilation has be
obtained for krypton and xenon atoms confined in a posit
trap @55#. Argon atoms were also confined in the same tr
5-5
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TABLE III. The annihilation parameterZeff
G as a function ofk. The thermally averaged annihilatio

parameter̂Zeff
G &T for the noble gases is given towards the bottom of each column along with the experim

Zeff obtained at room temperature.

k(a0
21) H He Be Ne Mg Ar Cu Kr Xe

0.00 8.841 3.951 118.9 6.118 36.05 40.15 96.40 129.4 183
0.01 8.810 3.947 116.7 6.109 35.64 39.72 95.13 126.2 146
0.02 8.737 3.939 111.3 6.088 35.15 38.66 92.28 118.5 926.
0.03 8.632 3.928 103.7 6.057 34.90 37.19 88.38 108.4 585.
0.04 8.503 3.914 94.92 6.021 35.03 35.46 83.77 97.60 392.
0.05 8.355 3.898 85.89 5.979 35.64 33.62 78.78 87.21 279.
0.06 8.195 3.880 77.22 5.934 36.85 31.75 73.70 77.76 209.
0.08 7.850 3.840 62.23 5.837 41.52 28.18 64.18 62.24 132.
0.10 7.494 3.796 50.97 5.736 49.69 25.02 56.35 50.80 92.9
0.15 6.655 3.679 35.70 5.488 76.53 19.23 45.40 34.05 52.1
0.20 5.966 3.566 30.61 5.278 76.56 15.80 42.79 26.29 38.6
0.25 5.444 3.465 28.83 5.120 60.08 13.86 42.03 22.62 33.4
0.30 5.068 3.379 27.27 5.017 47.24 12.83 39.87 20.94 31.3
0.40 4.636 3.262 23.59 4.957 12.13 19.88 29.46
0.50 4.468 3.208 20.98 5.045 12.14 19.72 28.43
0.60 4.431 3.206 5.225 12.33 19.81 28.06
0.70 4.458 3.240 5.457 12.60 20.08 28.20
0.80 3.298 5.714 12.91 20.50 28.60
0.90 3.371 5.984 13.27 20.99 29.11
1.00 3.454 6.260 13.64 21.52 29.64

^Zeff
G &T 3.90 5.98 33.8 90.1 401

Zeff(expta) 3.94 5.99 26.8 65.7 400-450
Zeff(exptb) 33.8 90.1 401

^Zeff
G &T

c 3.82 6.98 30.5 56.3 200.4

aMeasurements of UCL group@48,49#.
bMeasurements of San Diego group@4,47#.
cThermally averaged values derived from York group calculations@15,37,39#.
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but there was no conclusive evidence for inner-shell ann
lation.

Table IV gives the relative contribution toZeff from the
two outer shells with quantum numbersn and (n21), re-
spectively. The values ofZeff

G were computed atk
50.05a0

21 although it should be noted that the relative co
04270
i-

-

tribution changed slowly with energy. The data in the stat
field approximation@55# are equivalent to the current mod
calculations withVpol[0 andG51 ~the values reported in
Ref. @55# have been verified!. The inclusion of the polariza-
tion potential and enhancement factor results in a great
crease inZeff ~as previously noted@9#!. Besides the grea
d

be

me
FIG. 3. The elastic cross sectionsr ~a! ~in
units of pa0

2) and annihilation parameterZeff
G ~b!

for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe as a function ofk ~in a0
21).

TheZeff and elastic cross section for the polarize
orbital calculations of the York group@37–39# are
shown as a discrete set of points. It should
noted for purpose of comparison that theZeff

G in
~b! have been renormalized to have the sa
magnitude as the York group data atk50.1a0

21.
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increase inZeff there has also been an increase in the rela
contribution from the (n21) shell. The inclusion of the po
larization potential makes the disagreement between th
and experiment worse as the static-field approximation
ready overestimates the relative contribution from core an
hilation.

This disagreement is not too severe when the origin of
experimental annihilation fractions are examined. The
perimental annihilation ratio was deduced by comparing
experimental Doppler broadening spectrum with the res
of a static-field calculation. However, the static-field calcu
tion does not give an accurate description of the scatte
process and underestimates the value ofZeff for Xe by a
factor of 100. The core-annihilation ratio of 0.024 for X
derived from the fit to the static-field calculation is probab
less accurate than the present model-potential calculatio
addition, the static-field calculation uses nonrelativis
Hartree-Fock wave functions to model the structure of
xenon atoms. Relativistic effects are known to substanti
modify the radial and momentum electron densities in xen
@56,57#. In addition, it must be mentioned that experimen
performed by the UCL/Norwich group@58# obtained sub-
stantially wider Doppler profiles for Ar, Kr, and Xe. To sum
marize, the magnitude of the theoretical uncertainties ass
ated with the determination of the core-annihilation fracti
are so large that one could seriously question whether t
is any evidence for the existence of the core-annihilat
process itself.

C. Increasing the scattering length

It is interesting to explore the relationship between
elastic cross section and the annihilation parameter.
e1-Ar system was used as a representative system and
parameterad was varied in a systematic manner. Increas
ad leads to a more attractive potential and, therefore, a ne
tive scattering length that increases in magnitude. Whenad
becomes sufficiently large, the model Hamiltonian suppor
bound state, and the scattering length changes sign. Dec

TABLE IV. Respective contributions toZeff from the n and n
21 shells. The experimental values were taken at room tempera
while the calculated values were obtained atk50.05a0

21. The re-
spective contributions are given as a fraction that must sum t
The netZeff including contributions from all shells is also given.

Shells Ar Kr Xe

Static potential:ad50, G51
ns1np 0.989 0.968 0.952
(n21)s1(n21)p1(n21)d 0.011 0.032 0.048
Zeff ~net! 0.761 0.718 0.671

Fit to experiment@55#

ns1np .0.998 0.987 0.976
(n21)s1(n21)p1(n21)d ,0.002 0.013 0.024

Zeff
G

ns1np 0.982 0.944 0.897
(n21)s1(n21)p1(n21)d 0.018 0.056 0.103
Zeff ~net! 33.6 87.2 280
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ing the polarizability results in a scattering length that b
comes less negative and eventually approaches zero. Th
also consistent with an effective range analysis of Ps-p scat-
tering presented in Ref.@59#.

The relationship between the thresholdZeff
G and the scat-

tering length (Ar) can be seen in Table V where both of the
quantities are tabulated as a function ofad . A noticeable
feature of Table V is smooth behavior ofZeff

G /Ar
2 when ad

changes from 11a0 to 25a0
3. Over this range, the scatterin

length changes from25.3a0→2`, and once the threshold
for binding is reached from̀ →5a0. WhenAr is close to the
threshold for binding the ratio is almost constant. This i
plies an almost direct proportionality between the thresh
cross section andZeff

G . These calculations demonstrate th
the dynamical interactions that lead to a large and stron
peaked elastic cross section also inevitably lead to a la
Zeff at threshold. It will be demonstrated in the next secti
that this is a consequence of the normalization condition
relates the scattering wave function in the inner a
asymptotic regions. The present model calculations and
results in Table V suggest that the large threshold value
Zeff for Kr and Xe are the consequence of a large scatte
length and not the result of a very large enhancement fa
or exceptionally strong electron-positron correlations. W
note in passing that Jain and Thompson@60# previously sug-
gested that mundane scattering processes were respon
for the largeZeff in methane.

The thermally averagedZeff
G , i.e., ^Zeff

G &T , at room tem-
perature (T5293 K! is also given in Table V. There is a

re

1.

TABLE V. The real part of the scattering lengthAr ~in a0), the
threshold value ofZeff

G and theZeff at thermal energies (T5293 K!
are tabulated as a function ofad ~in a0

3) for a model argon atom.

ad(a0
3) Ar(a0) Zeff

G Zeff
G /Ar

2 ^Zeff
G &T

4.0 0.127 4.77 295 4.71
6.0 20.735 7.54 14.0 7.25
8.0 21.92 13.0 3.51 12.1

10.0 23.74 25.3 1.81 22.4
11.1 25.30 40.1 1.43 33.8
12.0 27.13 62.9 1.24 49.7
13.0 210.4 117.0 1.09 82.4
14.0 216.6 274.1 0.993 151.8
15.0 234.2 1086 0.927 328.1
15.5 266.2 3970 0.905 524.5
15.9 2229 46867 0.890 804.4
16.5 91.0 7244 0.875 672.6
17.0 43.1 1607 0.866 453.1
17.5 28.6 704.4 0.863 318.7
18.0 21.5 399.9 0.864 233.5
19.0 14.6 185.6 0.877 139.0
20.0 11.0 110.5 0.906 92.3
22.0 7.40 55.9 1.02 51.0
24.0 5.41 36.3 1.24 34.3
26.0 4.06 27.1 1.64 26.5
28.0 3.00 22.2 2.45 23.1
30.0 2.11 19.4 4.36 24.2
5-7
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tendency for̂ Zeff
G &T to approach a constant value for larg

values of the scattering length. This is consistent with
analysis of Gribakin and co-workers@8,9#.

D. The pole approximation

A number of these atoms are characterized by havin
bound state or a large scattering length that signifies the
istence of a virtual state. Such systems can be characte
by the pole approximation, i.e., theS matrix close to thresh-
old is given by@61,62#

Spole~k!5
12 ik/k

11 ik/k
, ~12!

wherek5k r1 ik i andk r ,k i are real parameters that deno
the position of the pole in the complexk plane. The pole
position ik52k is not a pure imaginary number even for
physical bound state since these systems can deca
electron-positron annihilation. In the framework
absorptive-potential theory this process can be taken into
count using a nonunitaryS matrix in Eq.~12!. The parameter
k r is positive for a real bound state and negative for a virt
state. The value of the parameterk i responsible for the non
unitarity is determined by the absorptive interaction and
very small since the annihilation cross section is very sm
In the case of a real bound state the parametersk r andk i are
related to the real« r , and imaginary« i part of the energy by

k r'A2u« r u, k i'2
« i

A2u« r u
. ~13!

The above expressions assume that« r@« i and all subsequen
expression utilize this assumption. The imaginary part of
energy~in hartree! is related to the annihilation rate,GSI in
s21 by the identity

« i522.418 88310217
GSI

2
. ~14!

The parameterk i is positive for a physical bound state.
The formula~12! for the Spole matrix leads to the follow-

ing expression for the~complex! phase shift:

d0~k!1 im0~k!52arctanS k

k r
D2 i

kk i

k21k r
2 . ~15!

The real part of the phase shift,d0 gives the well-known
expression for thes-wave scattering cross section if the sy
tem has a shallow level~real or virtual!,

selastic~k!5
4p

k21k r
2 . ~16!

The spin-averaged absorption cross section is given by

sabs5
p

k2 ~12uSu2!5
p

k2 @12exp~24m0!#. ~17!
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In most circumstances, the imaginary part of the phase s
is small, therefore, using Eq.~4!, and simplifying Eq.~17! it
follows that

Zeff~k!5
4m0~k!

cr0
2k

5
1

cr0
2

4uk i u
~k21k r

2!
. ~18!

Goldanskii and Sayasov@63,64# and Dzubaet al. @9,10# had
previously obtained expressions forZeff(k) with the same
energy dependence as Eq.~18!. However, they did not relate
the magnitude ofZeff directly to k i and both of these earlie
works contain additional arbitrary parameters that multip
the form factor. Equation~10! due to Gribakin@8# represents
an extension of the method of Dzubaet al. @9,10# and has a
wider region of validity. In circumstances where the po
approximation is valid, Eq.~10! due to Gribakin and Eq.~18!
have the same momentum dependence.

For some applications it is desirable to express the p
parametersk i andk r in these formulas in terms of the rea
and imaginary scattering lengths. For a shallow real or
tual state the relation between the pole position and comp
scattering lengthA5Ar1 iAi is

k i1 ik r5
1

Ar1 iAi
, ~19!

from which it follows that

Ar5
1

k r
, Ai52

k i

k r
2 . ~20!

k r5
1

Ar
, k i52

Ai

Ar
2 . ~21!

Using these relations, one can immediately write Eq.~18! as

Zeff~k!5
4uAi u

cr0
2~11Ar

2k2!
, ~22!

while the threshold elastic cross sectionselastic54pAr
2 as

usual. For atoms with a single valence electron, such as H
Cu, the factorAi is obtained by spin averaging the singl
and tripletAi . Values forAr , Ai , k r , k i , « r , and« i derived
from the thresholdZeff

G andsr are given in Table VI for all
systems.

Equations~18! and ~22! also provide some justification
for the use of an energy-independent enhancement factoG.
In Eq. ~22!, the energy dependence is largely determined
Ar while the magnitude is determined by the multiplyin
factor Ai . Comparison of formulas~16! and ~22! show that
Zeff and the elastic section~16! are proportional, viz.,

Zeff~k!

selastic~k!
5

uAi u

pcr0
2Ar

2
. ~23!

While this expression shows thatZeff /selasticshould be inde-
pendent of energy for smallk, it does not explain whyAi /Ar

2

should be constant asAr→`. The behavior seen in
5-8
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TABLE VI. Scattering parameters associated with the pole approximation to thes-wave phase shift. The
parameters were derived from the scattering length and thresholdZeff

G . All quantities are in atomic units with
the exception of the half-width of the bound or virtual state that is in units of 109 s21. The notationab is used
to representa310b. The values ofk i* were computed directly from thee1Be, e1Mg, ande1Cu binding
energies and annihilation rates.

Quantity H He Be Ne Mg Ar Cu Kr Xe

Ar 22.10 20.483 15.6 20.640 6.48 25.30 11.8 210.3 245.0
k r 0.476 2.07 0.0645 1.56 0.154 0.189 0.0847 0.0971 0.02
« r 0.113 2.14 0.002 08 1.22 0.0119 0.0178 0.003 59 0.004 71 0.0
Ai 8.6427 3.8427 1.1625 5.9427 3.5026 3.9026 9.3726 1.2625 1.7924

k i 1.9627 1.6526 4.8128 1.4526 8.3328 1.3927 6.7328 1.2127 8.8228

« i 9.3328 3.4126 3.1029 2.2726 1.2928 2.6228 5.7029 1.1828 1.9629

G/2 3.86 141 0.128 93.7 0.531 1.08 0.236 0.490 0.08
k i* 6.4328 6.9228 6.9128
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Table V requires an approach that goes beyond the sim
pole approximation. This is now done.

In its most general and simplest form, the (s-wave! anni-
hilation parameter can be written as

Zeff5E
0

`

uPk~r !u2W~r !dr, ~24!

where Pk(r ) is a normalized solution of the Schro¨dinger
equation,

S 2
1

2

d2

dr2 1Vdir~r !1Vpol~r ! D Pk~r !5
k2

2
Pk~r !. ~25!

The annihilation operatorW(r ) contains all factors ofr 0 ,c,
and the atomic electron density. It is a singularity free a
positive definite operator that is also short ranged. The
eratorW(r ) is very weak in magnitude and does not have
be included in the Hamiltonian whenPk(r ) is generated.

A cut-off radiusr s is defined with the property that bot
the scattering potential and annihilation operator are z
outside this radius. Whenr .r s , the normalized scattering
wave functionPk(r ) is given by

Pk~r !5
sin@kr1d0~k!#

k
, r .r s , ~26!

while Zeff is now obtained over a restricted integration ran
viz.,

Zeff~k!5E
0

r s
uPk~r !u2W~r !dr. ~27!

The radial wave functionPk(r ) can be written as

Pk~r !5N~k!Fk~r !, ~28!

whereFk(r ) is the regular solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion with the boundary conditionsFk(0)50, Fk8(0)51.
Since the boundary conditions do not containk, the solution
Fk(r ) varies slowly withk. Most of the k dependence o
04270
le
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Pk(r ) comes from the factorN(k) that arises from the
asymptotic normalization condition.

The normalization condition is obtained from the requir
ment that the wave function~and its derivative! be continu-
ous at the matching radiusr s . Therefore,

N~k!5
sin@krs1d0~k!#

kFk~r s!
~29!

and

Pk~r !5
sin@krs1d0~k!#

kFk~r s!
Fk~r !. ~30!

For small momenta such thatkAr!1 andkrs!1, it is pos-
sible to rewrite this function as

Pk~r !5
~r s2Ar !

Fk~r s!
Fk~r !. ~31!

Equation~27! can be now rewritten as

Zeff~k!5
~r s2Ar !

2

uFk~r s!u2
E

0

r s
uFk~r !u2W~r !dr. ~32!

The ratio of * uFk(r )u2W(r )dr and uFk(r s)u2 on the right-
hand side of Eq.~32! will depend only weakly on energy
and in addition it will change slowly for small variations i
the scattering potential. However, when the scattering len
is large, small changes in the scattering potential can lea
large changes inAr . In these circumstances, the changes
Zeff for different potentials are largely driven by the (r s

2Ar)
2 normalizing factor. Therefore, the ratioZeff /Ar

2

should be roughly constant asAr→`. Although, the deriva-
tion above assumes a relatively simple scattering wave fu
tion, Eq. ~32! does not rely on a specific form for the sca
tering wave function in the interior region. It is onl
necessary that the total scattering wave function collapse
simple product form forr>r s . Therefore, the limiting be-
havior implied by Eq.~32! is expected to be true under qui
general circumstances.
5-9
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The pole approximation toZeff derived from theS matrix
is expected to be reliable when bothk andk are close to the
threshold. In Fig. 4,Zeff

G (k) and the pole approximation give
by Eq. ~18! are plotted. The pole approximation is quantit
tively accurate for Xe~for k,0.1a0

21) and for Kr and Ar
gives the general shape ofZeff

G (k) but is not quantitatively
accurate. However, the long-range polarizability can be
cluded in a modified pole approximation

Spole~k!5

12 ikS Ar1
padk

3
1 iAi D

11 ikS Ar1
padk

3
1 iAi D . ~33!

When this is done,Zeff becomes

Zeff~k!5
4uAi u

cr0
2S S 12

adpk

3Ar
D 2

1Ar
2k2D . ~34!

This inclusion of the linear term generally improves the a
curacy ofZeff for smallk and this is clearly seen from Fig.
where Eq.~34! is plotted and compared withZeff

G . Equation
~34! is presented since it generally gives an improved
scription ofZeff(k) at lowerk without any additional param
eters. There is no perceptible difference between Eqs.~18!
and ~34! for xenon (Ar5245a0). For establishing genera
trends Eq.~18! is preferred due to its simpler analytic form
We note a more complete analysis of the structure of thS
matrix in the presence of a polarization potential has b
presented elsewhere in a description of Ps-p scattering@59#.

FIG. 4. A comparison ofZeff
G (k) versus the pole approximatio

for Ar, Be, Kr, and Xe. A solid line was used forZeff
G (k). The simple

pole approximation was represented by a long dashed line and
polarizability-corrected pole approximation was represented a
short dashed line~these two approximations were identical for Xe!.
Note thatk r in the pole approximation was obtained directly fro
the zero-energy phase shift and not treated as a fitting parame
04270
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-

-
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E. Temperature dependence

To a first approximation, the energy dependence ofZeff(k)
is roughly independent ofk i or Ai . This raises the possibility
that temperature dependence of^Zeff&T can be used to deter
mine scattering parameters such as the scattering length

Accordingly the parameterr, and thereforeAr were var-
ied for a series of calculations on Ar, Kr, and Xe and^Zeff&T

was evaluated by integrating Eq.~9!. The functionZeff
G (k)

was computed at about 120 points forkP@0.0,1.0#. A natural
cubic spline was used to convert this discrete set of po
into a continuous function for the integration. Fork
.1.0a0

21 Zeff
G (k) was set equal to its values atk51.0a0

21 .
Generally the Maxwellian average was dominated by the
k values. For example, contributions fromk,0.2a0

21 com-
prise more than 99.9% of the Ar^Zeff&T for positron tempera-
tures less than 0.1 eV.

The results of the calculations for^Zeff
G &T are shown Fig. 5

and compared with the data of Kurzet al. @65#. As the data
of Kurz et al. @65# are not absolute, the curves for the diffe
ent atoms have been normalized to a common point and
the comparisons are independent ofG. Three curves were
drawn for each atom. The ‘‘middle’’ curve represents the b
fit to the data for positron temperatures less than 0.1 eV.
other two curves correspond to situations with the minim
and maximumAr values. For Kr, thê Zeff

G &T given in Table
III gives an almost perfect fit to the data forkBT,0.2 eV and
suggests a scattering length of210.362.0a0.

The fits for Ar and Xe were not of the same quality
there was a tendency for the experimental data to hav

he
a

r.

FIG. 5. The annihilation parameterZeff
G as a function of positron

temperature~in eV! for Ar, Kr, and Xe. All experimental and theo
retical curves for a given atom are normalized to a common valu
the lowest temperature. The solid curve represents the best fit to
data while the upper and lower dashed curves show the calcula
with minimum and maximum scattering lengths that are compat
with data. For Ar the three curves have scattering lengths
24.6a0 , 25.6a0, and26.6a0. For Kr the three curves have sca
tering lengths of28.3a0 , 210.3a0, and212.3a0. For Xe the three
curves have scattering lengths of240a0 , 256a0, and271a0.
5-10
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SEMIEMPIRICAL MODEL OF POSITRON SCATTERING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 042705
slightly different shape. The values ofr had to be changed
for Ar and Xe ~giving scattering lengths of25.6a0 and
256a0, respectively! in order to get a reasonable fit to th
experimental data. This is a potential cause for concern s
the fits of the convolutedZeff(k) of the York group for Ar and
Xe @38,39# presented in Kurzet al. @65# were excellent~ex-
cluding kBT.0.2 eV!. However, there were some small b
significant numerical errors present in the thermal averag
as performed by Kurzet al. @66# and thus their convolutions
of the York group cross sections can be discounted. When
applied our thermal averaging procedures to the tabula
Zeff(k) of the York group we found excellent agreement w
the ^Zeff

G &T curves generated using theZeff
G of Table III.

The temperature dependence ofZeff was also measured i
a Xe-H2 mixture by the UCL group@49#. A quick examina-
tion of Fig. 5 of Ref.@49# suggests that problems exist wi
this data. The data are suggestive of a^Zeff&T curve that
decreases aŝZeff&T}T21.3. However, the present calcula
tions ~e.g., comparison with the San Diego data in Fig.!
and the analysis of Dzubaet al. @9# suggest that such a rapi
decrease is not possible. One consequence of the the
average of Eq.~18! @9# is a^Zeff&T that can decrease no fast
than 1/T. It may be relevant that the data of the UCL gro
were obtained at relatively high gas densities~4 amagat!
where they acknowledge clustering effects may be import

V. Zeff FOR METAL VAPORS

Systematic tabulations ofZeff for a number of gases hav
shown that a number of gases obey the empirical form
@67#

ln~Zeff!5BuI 2EPsu21, ~35!

whereB is an empirical constant andEPs is the Ps binding
energy. Using Eq.~35! as a guide, there have been specu
tions that metal vapors such as Zn and Cd could have thr
old Zeff of order 106 to 107 @68#. With positron binding en-
ergies and annihilation rates known reasonably accurately
a number of metals, it is possible to derive quick estimate
the threshold cross section andZeff .

A. Application of the pole approximation

Before using the model potential to determine the thre
old cross section and phase shift it is instructive to apply
pole approximation to this problem. The real part of the sc
tering length and the thresholdZeff derived from Eqs.~18!
and ~21! are

Ar5
1

A2u« r u
, ~36!

Zeff~k50!5
A2u« i u

cr0
2Au« r u3

5
G

cr0
2A2u« r u3

54.401 53310211
GSI

Au« r u3
. ~37!
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In this equation,« r is expressed in hartree while the annih
lation rate given in s21 is denotedGSI . This shows clearly
that the thresholdZeff is largest for systems that have sma
binding energies,« r . Systems with a relatively large positro
binding energy are not expected to have a particularly la
Zeff since« i has an upper limit of 2.531028 hartree~assum-
ing the maximumG is '23109 s21).

The application of Eq.~37! to Be, Mg, and Cu~results
tabulated in Table VII! show that the thresholdZeff ranges
between 20 and 100. Although the effective-range analys
approximate, the errors associated with the analysis are s
enough to rule out the speculative estimates of 106 to 107

@68#.
The ratioZeff /Ar

2 is most easily evaluated by combinin
Eqs.~36! and ~37!, viz.,

Zeff

Ar
2

5
4k i

cr0
2

5
2G

cr0
2A2u« r u

58.803 06310211
GSI

Au« r u
. ~38!

The constancy of this ratio when the pole approximation
valid implies that the annihilation rate is proportional to t
square root of the binding energy, i.e.,G}A« r . This relation
should be true for weakly bound states and can be dem
strated using relatively simple arguments. The wave funct
for an L50 positron bound state can be split into two par
Let f1(r ) be the wave function in the inner region of th
atom, whilef2(r ) is the wave function in the region,r .r s
where the potential and electron density are zero. The fu
tion f2(r ) has the form

f2~r !;exp~2k r r !, ~39!

wherek r5A2u« r u andf2(r ) must be continuous withf1(r )
at r 5r s . The annihilation rate is

G5

E
0

r s
f1

2~r !W~r !dr

E
0

r s
f1

2~r !dr1f1
2~r s!exp~2k r r s!E

r s

`

f2
2~r !dr

,

~40!

TABLE VII. The scattering length~in a0) and thresholdZeff and
for Be, Mg, and Cu estimated using the pole approximation and
model potential.

Atom Pole approximation Model potential
Ar Zeff Ar Zeff

G

Be 12.6 104 15.6 118.9
Mg 5.66 21.6 6.48 36.0
Cu 9.45 60.8 11.8 96.4
5-11
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which can be written as

G5

E
0

r s
f1

2~r !W~r !dr

E
0

r s
f1

2~r !dr1f1
2~r s!/~2k r r s!

. ~41!

The second term in the denominator, i.e.,f1
2(r s)/(2k r r s)

will dominate the normalization condition for shallow leve
satisfyingkrr s!1. Succinctly, the long tail of the wave func
tion begins to provide the bulk of the normalization integr
When this happens, the simplified form forG is

G'~2k r r s!

E
0

r s
f1

2~r !W~r !dr

f1
2~r s!

. ~42!

This demonstrates that the annihilation rateG is clearly pro-
portional tok r ~i.e.,A2« r) for smallk r . The factor contain-
ing the wave functionf1(r ) can be expected to vary quit
slowly as the changes in the potential lead to small abso
changes~but large relative changes! in the binding energy.
Equation~42! can be expected to be generally valid since
positron wave function can take any form in the inner regi

Equation~42! is consistent with the evidence from an i
vestigation of the (m1,e2,e1) system@69#. Thee1 binding
energy and annihilation rate of this system changed as
m1/me mass ratio was varied from 1.40 to 1.634. Over t
mass range the binding energy changed by five order
magnitude, i.e., from 8.631024 to 6.631029 hartree. How-
ever, theG/A« r ratio was almost constant and only varie
from 7.73109 to 8.43109 s21 a0. These mass ratios corre
spond to physical situations where the positron is wea
bound to the (m1,e2) model atom and largely found outsid
the atom.

B. Model-potential calculation

While the pole approximation gives the first approxim
tion to the thresholdZeff , there are long-range polarizatio
potentials in the Hamiltonian that can limit its range of v
lidity. More reliable estimates of the threshold behavior c
be obtained by directly solving the model Schro¨dinger equa-
tion for the values ofr and G given in Table I. Results of
these calculations are detailed in Tables II and III.

The scattering length~real part!, and the annihilation pa
rameter,Zeff

G (k50) for Be, Mg, and Cu are listed in Table V
~Explicit calculations for Zn and Cd have not been do
since thee1 binding energies are far from converged. Ho
ever, the thresholdZeff are expected to lie between those
Be and Mg.! The values obtained by direct solution of th
Schrödinger equation are generally of order 20–30 % diff
ent from those given by the pole approximation. While t
pole approximation can be used to establish general tren
is not accurate enough for precise numerical work.

The model-potential values for the annihilation parame
confirm the analysis using the pole approximation, i.e.,Zeff is
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only moderately large at threshold with values ranging fro
35 to 120. The energy dependence ofZeff

G for magnesium is
unusual since it starts to increase just above threshold.
behavior is largely due to theL51 partial wave. At k
50.15a0

21 thes waveZeff
G was 19.1 while that of thep wave

is 57.2. This increase inZeff
G is associated with a largep-wave

phase shift,d1(k50.15)50.645. Indeed the momentum de
pendence of thep-wave phase shift suggests that the pote
tial is showing the first signs of supporting a bound state

C. The value of k i

Values ofk i are listed in Table VI for all systems. Thre
of these systems, H, He, and Ne have small scatte
lengths and, therefore, cannot be expected to obey a
approximation. The other atoms have values ofk i that range
from 4.828a0

21 to 1.2527a0
21. This is a small range consid

ering that the thresholdZeff changes by a factor of 30.
This variation ink i can be made even smaller if the be

possible information is used to computek i . The value ofk i
for Be, Mg, and Cu can be directly computed from the bin
ing energy and annihilation rate ofe1-Be, e1-Mg, and
e1-Cu. The values ofk i for Be, Mg, and Cu were
6.4331028a0

21 , 6.5531028a0
21, and 6.9131028a0

21, re-
spectively. In addition, the (m1,e2,e1) system yieldsk i
between 6.631028 and 7.231028, for m1/me>1.40. The
heavier rare-gas values ofk i were 13.931028a0

21 ,
12.131028a0

21, and 8.8231028a0
21 for Ar, Kr, and Xe, re-

spectively. These similarities suggest that different ato
with similar structures will have roughly the same value
k i and this conjecture could be useful in relating cross s
tions andZeff .

As an example, we now give an estimate of the maxim
possible value for̂Zeff&T expected in a simple collision~i.e.,
one without contributions arising from resonances due to
brational or rotational couplings present in molecules!. Tak-
ing 1.231028a0

21 as the maximum reasonablek i makes it
possible to evaluate Eq.~21! of Ref. @8# for arbitraryk r or T.
The maximum possible value for^Zeff&T is 1300. Previously,
Dzubaet al. @9,10# and Gribakin@8# have suggested maxi
mum possible room temperature^Zeff&T ranging between 200
and 1000. The present result confirms and strengthens
idea that̂ Zeff&T has an upper limit that depends on tempe
ture for systems that have simple collisions with positron

It is also instructive to analyze the results of a large-sc
Schwinger variational calculation ofe1-C2H2 @11# scattering
by the Campinas group. At an energy of 0.0001 eV the e
tic cross section was 1.473105pa0

2 while Zeff was
1.43105. These imply a scattering length of2225a0 and a
threshold Zeff of 1.93105. The derived value ofk i was
3.631027a0

21. This value ofk i is three times higher than th
k i for any of the atoms withuAr u.5a0. The relatively large
value of k i for C2H2 immediately suggested that th
Schwinger variational calculations were simply wrong.

Accordingly, other calculations ofZeff by the Campinas
group were scrutinized for evidence to either support or
fute this contention. This additional evidence also sugge
that their calculations are indeed incorrect. First, their cal
5-12
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latedZeff for N2 is about three times larger than experime
@11#. Second, they have calculatedZeff and the elastic cros
section for positron-helium scattering@12#. Here, their calcu-
lation gave a thresholdZeff of 4.2, in reasonable agreeme
with the expected value of 3.95@36,48#. However, not too
much credence can be given to this result since their thr
old cross section of about 0.25pa0

2 is about 3.5 times smalle
than the~close to exact! variational cross section@35# of
0.95pa0

2. Therefore, their computed value ofZeff /Ar
2 is too

large by a factor of 3 to 4. Finally, they have also compu
Zeff for e1-He scattering in a static model with no polariz
tion. For momenta from threshold tok50.6a0

21 they report
values ofZeff ranging from 1.2 to 2.3. Running the curre
program for helium withad50 andG51 gives values of
Zeff

G that range from 0.689 at threshold to 0.863 atk
50.6a0

21 . ~It is also noted that Dzubaet al. @9# have also
done calculations in this model and report a value of 0
close to threshold!. The discrepancy inZeff for two notionally
equivalent models provides compelling evidence of an e
in theZeff calculations of the Campinas group. One diagn
tic that can be useful in validating the programs used
computeZeff is to run calculations with all the interactio
potentials set to zero and check whetherZeff is equal to the
number of electrons in the atom~or molecule!. This test was
used for the present calculation and in an earlier moment
spaceT-matrix calculation@7#. These concerns have bee
communicated to the Limaet al. They have since carefully
analyzed their program and have discovered a simple sca
error in their calculation ofZeff . Their publishedZeff for He
was too large by a factor of about 2, while their calculati
of C2H2 is most likely too big by an even larger factor@70#.

This analysis is relevant to the current deba
@6,8,11,71,72# about the mechanisms responsible for the v
large values ofZeff of some molecules. Gribakin@9# has ex-
pressed the view that values ofZeff larger than a 1000 are no
possible in a simple binary collision and that Feshbach re
nances associated with vibrationally excited states need t
invoked. The present analysis tends to support at least
first aspect of this idea. The alternate view advanced by L
icchia and Wilkin@71# was that the largeZeff were the con-
sequence of exceptionally strong electron-positron corr
tions, in particular, very large rates for pick-off annihilatio
However, their analysis has been severely criticized si
there is almost no evidence to support their hypothe
@7,8,72#.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Model-potential calculations have been performed
positron scattering from a number of atomic gases. Ther
nothing at all startling about the calculations of the elas
cross sections. In this respect, the calculation could be s
marized as ‘‘just another calculation.’’ However, the pres
04270
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work shows very clearly the strong connection between
annihilation and elastic cross sections that is implicit in t
theory of Gribakin@8#. A calculation that correctly describe
the energy dependence of the elastic cross section
largely reproduce the energy dependence ofZeff(k) even if
the strong electron-positron correlations so important in
ab initio description of positron annihilation are omitte
from the calculation. A single energy-independent scal
factorG seems to account for most of dynamical effects~i.e.,
strong electron-positron correlations! that lead to an en-
hancedZeff . These ideas have been exploited to determ
estimates of the scattering length for Ar, Kr, and Xe.

The current model is notab initio since the enhancemen
factor needs to be fixed by factors that are not contai
within the theory. Further progress requires the developm
of methods to compute the enhancement factor from fi
principles. Dzubaet al. have discussed a number of ways
determine the enhancement factor@9#. However, their calcu-
lations are best described as estimates since they really
not aim to get precise numerical values forG. Enhancement
factors derived from fits to electron-gas calculations are a
widely used in the interpretation of positron-annihilation e
periments in condensed-matter physics@73,74#.

One new set of quantitative results are the estimates
Zeff for a number of metal vapors. In contradiction to spec
lations based upon semiempirical formulas, the present
culations predict the thresholdZeff for Be, Mg, and Cu to be
of order 100. However, these are not the best metals
experimental work. Beryllium has a very high melting tem
perature while the low ionization potentials for Mg and C
mean that Ps formation via collisions with the high-ener
tail of the positron-energy distribution could interfere wi
any attempt to measureZeff . The group IIB metal vapors
such as Zn and Cd with their higher ionization potentials a
lower melting points would be much better candidates
experimental work. Using Be and Mg as a guide sugge
that the thresholdZeff for Zn and Cd should be 50–100
Better estimates ofZeff for Zn and Cd will be made as soo
as converged calculations of the positron binding energy
lifetimes of e1Zn ande1Cd become available.
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